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Background: Family dementia caregivers often suffer from an immense toll of grief
while caring for their loved ones. We sought to identify the clinical relationship between
grief, depression and mindfulness and identify neural predictors of symptomatology
and improvement.
Methods: Twenty three family dementia caregivers were assessed at baseline for grief,
mindfulness and depression, of which 17 underwent functional magnetic resonance
imaging (fMRI). During fMRI, caregivers were shown faces of either their dementia-
stricken relative or that of a stranger, paired with grief-related or neutral words. In
nine subjects, post fMRI scans were also obtained after 4 weeks of either guided
imagery or relaxation. Robust regression was used to predict changes in symptoms
with longitudinal brain activation (BA) changes as the dependent variable.
Results: Grief and depression symptoms were correlated (r = 0.50, p = 0.01), and
both were negatively correlated with mindfulness (r = −0.70, p = 0.0002; r = −0.52,
p = 0.01). Relative to viewing strangers, caregivers showed pictures of their loved ones
(picture factor) exhibited increased activation in the dorsal anterior cingulate gyrus and
precuneus. Improvement in grief but not mindfulness or depression was predicted by
increased relative BA in the precuneus and anterior cingulate (different subregions from
baseline). Viewing grief-related vs. neutral words elicited activity in the medial prefrontal
cortex and precuneus.
Conclusions: Caregiver grief, depression and mindfulness are interrelated but have at
least partially nonoverlapping neural mechanisms. Picture and word stimuli related to
caregiver grief evoked brain activity in regions previously identified with bereavement
grief. These activation foci might be useful as biomarkers of treatment response.
Keywords: grief, dementia, caregivers, mindfulness, depression, functional magnetic resonance imaging
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INTRODUCTION
Grief, broadly characterized as the psychological reaction to the
perception of loss, is a normal emotional response unique to each
individual and circumstance that can include characteristics such
as shock and disbelief, sadness and low mood, frustration and
anger, anxiety and fear and longing for the lost object (Bowlby,
1973; Rando et al., 2012). Much research has focused on grief
secondary to bereavement (the death of a close attachment),
particularly when such grief leads to intense yearning and
loneliness (complicated grief) or is associated with an episode
of Major Depressive Disorder (Prigerson et al., 1995; Bandini,
2015). Serious grief reactions may also occur prior to death when
observing and caring for a loved one afflicted with a serious
illness such as dementia, and this type of grief has been termed
‘‘predeath grief’’ (Collins et al., 1993; Lindauer and Harvath,
2014). In family dementia caregivers, predeath grief reactions
can become prolonged and serially compounded as dementia
progresses and losses accrue (Meuser and Marwit, 2001; Chan
et al., 2013; Blandin and Pepin, 2017).
Pearlin et al. (1990) developed one of the most widely used
heuristics for understanding how losses contribute to negative
health outcomes in caregivers, the ‘‘Stress Process Model.’’
The losses caregivers experience are endemic to primary and
secondary stressors of the model. Primary stressors include loss
of the relationship with the care recipient (CR) due to cognitive
decline and behavioral changes; secondary stressors include
losses related to role conflicts with work and other activities,
as well as a loss of sense of self due to the consuming nature
of caregiving. Measures of predeath caregiver grief that account
for these losses strongly correlate with caregiver burden (Liew
et al., 2018), even when accounting for behavioral problems
in the dementia patient and caregiver depression (Holley and
Mast, 2009). High levels of caregiver grief are associated with
depression and caregiver strain (Chan et al., 2017), and with
negative health outcomes post death of the CR (Givens et al.,
2011; Shuter et al., 2014).
Several authors have emphasized that grief and its resolution
involve many stages (Kübler-Ross, 1969; Blandin and Pepin,
2017). Common to these models is a need to recognize
and accept that the loss has occurred, tolerate the emotions
associated with it, and adjust or adapt to the loss. Psychological
characteristics that have been studied in association with
recovery from grief include resilience (Ong et al., 2006) and
emotional stability (Mancini et al., 2015), whereas maladaptive
dependency traits such as attachment avoidance and attachment
anxiety are associated with prolonged grief (Denckla et al., 2011;
Mancini et al., 2015).
‘‘Mindfulness’’ is a multidimensional construct originally
drawn from Buddhism (Ana¯layo, 2003) and simplified for
clinical use with patients suffering from stress related disorders
by Kabat-Zinn (1994), who defined it conceptually as ‘‘paying
attention in a particular way: on purpose, in the present
moment, and non-judgmentally.’’ Substantial evidence suggests
that mindfulness therapies, which incorporate meditative
practice, yoga and mindfulness philosophy, are beneficial for
depression and anxiety symptoms in general (Hofmann et al.,
2010) and clinical populations (Jain et al., 2015; Kuyken et al.,
2016; Goldberg et al., 2018). Although there is no research
consensus definition of mindfulness (Van Dam et al., 2018), one
of the most frequently used mindfulness inventories (the Five
Factor Mindfulness Questionnaire) identifies five components
including acting with awareness, observing and describing
present-moment sensations and feelings, and responding
non-reactively and non-judgmentally to internal and external
experience (Baer et al., 2008). Theoretically, such mindfulness
qualities should help with coping with negative perceptions
related to the serial and compound losses of caring and result in
overall lower levels of caregiver grief.
Interest in the application of mindfulness therapies for family
caregivers has recently grown. Several studies and systematic
meta-analyses suggest that such therapies may be beneficial for
reducing measures of caregiver depression and burden (Franco
et al., 2010; Whitebird et al., 2013; Norouzi et al., 2014; Brown
et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2017; Collins and Kishita, 2018), although
not all studies have found these benefits (Oken et al., 2010)
and the overall evidence base is small. Our group has presented
preliminary evidence from open-label trials that family dementia
caregivers may reduce negative affect and increase positive
affect and relationship functioning with guided imagery and
mindfulness techniques that specifically focus on mentalizing
relational content (Jain et al., 2014; Jain and Fonagy, 2018;
Sikder et al., 2019). The present study of family caregiver
grief was conducted as an add on to the first controlled pilot
feasibility study of Mentalizing Imagery Therapy (MIT), the
primary goal of which was to determine an effect size of MIT
relative to a control condition consisting of progressive muscle
relaxation (PMR) for caregiver depression (Jain et al., manuscript
in preparation).
We undertook the present investigation to determine the
relationship between grief, depression and mindfulness, and to
identify their neural underpinnings in the caregiver population.
We hypothesized that caregiver predeath grief and mindfulness
would be negatively correlated. Because caregivers often perceive
the changes in their loved ones as losses of core elements
of the CRs’ self or personhood, we also hypothesized that
the neural response to grief-related stimuli in caregivers at
baseline would overlap with that previously identified cross-
sectionally in bereaved individuals, specifically, cortical midline
structures including the anterior cingulate and precuneus
(Gündel et al., 2003).
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Participants
Participants from a pilot feasibility trial of guided imagery
and mindfulness (MIT) vs. relaxation for dementia caregivers
(ClinicalTrials.gov/ #NCT02122068) were invited to participate
in functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) if they had
no contraindications. All procedures were approved by the
Institutional Review Board of the University of California,
Los Angeles #13-001877, and written informed consent was
obtained. Participants were recruited with flyers, newsletter
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advertisements and presentations at local support groups.
Inclusion criteria were being the primary source of assistance
or support for the CR, Patient Health Questionnaire Score >9
(indicating elevated depressive symptoms; Kroenke et al., 2001),
in contact with the CR at least three times per week for no less
than 1 year, a relative of the CR, and English language fluency.
Exclusion criteria were active suicidal plan or suicide attempt
within the past month, excessive use of alcohol, ideas of harm
toward the CR, current violence, Adult Protective Services report
on file, diagnosis of schizophrenia or any psychotic disorder,
mania, alcohol or drug dependance, any pervasive developmental
disorder or cognitive disorder (according to DSM-IV) criteria,
being diagnosed as medically unstable, delirious, or terminally
ill; a history of skull fracture or cranial surgery entering
the calvarium, space occupying intracranial lesion, stroke,
aneurysm, Parkinson’s disease, Huntington’s disease, or multiple
sclerosis. Participants could not be practicing meditation, guided
imagery, or yoga, more than once per week. Twenty-three of the
26 subjects in the trial completed self-report questionnaires
for grief and mindfulness and were included in the
clinical correlations.
Subjects were assigned by convenience to receive 4 weeks
of MIT (Jain and Fonagy, 2018), in which they participated in
weekly group meetings and practiced take-home exercises, or
a relaxation group to simulate a minimal clinical intervention
consisting of provision of a compact disk with a PMR recording.
Due to funding limitations and contraindications to magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) in some subjects who provided clinical
data, MRI data from the grief task were obtained on 19 subjects
at baseline and from a subset of 10 of these subjects at follow up
(seven who received guided imagery and three who received a
relaxation CD). Of these, two subjects at baseline and one subject
at follow up were excluded due to excessive motion artifact,
leaving 17 subjects analyzable at baseline and nine subjects at
follow up. Because a limited number of subjects were able to
receive task-related studies of the neural underpinnings of grief,
fMRI data from both groups were combined in the analysis at
baseline prior to group assignment, and at 4-week follow up.
Combining the groups enabled us to identify candidate neural
mechanisms of grief and its resolution, not specific group effects
related to MIT or PMR. As this was, to our knowledge, the
first fMRI study in a population of caregivers, and longitudinal
neuroimaging data is difficult to obtain in this population due
to caregiver time constraints for participating in a study and
contraindications toMRI in an aging cohort, our rationale was to
include as much data as possible to identify overall effects related
to clinical change.
Measures
Diagnostic Status
The presence of major depression (and other axis I disorders)
was established according to DSM-IV criteria with the MINI
International Neuropsychiatric Interview (Sheehan et al., 1998).
Self-report Questionnaires
Self-reported symptoms were measured as follows: grief with
the Marwit and Meuser Caregiver Grief Inventory—Short Form
(Marwit andMeuser, 2005); depression with the Quick Inventory
of Depression Symptoms—Self Report (QIDS; Rush et al.,
2003); and trait mindfulness with the Five Factor Mindfulness
Questionnaire (Baer et al., 2008).
fMRI Task
In the MR system, caregivers were shown picture-word
composites of their loved one or a stranger matched for age,
sex, and race, together with grief related or emotionally neutral
words, in a 2 × 2 design (Figure 1), as previously described
(Gündel et al., 2003). Each caregiver provided a photograph of his
or her CR suffering from dementia, and these photographs were
digitized and cropped to focus only on the face. To identify sex,
race and approximate age-matched photographs of strangers, a
member of the study staff searched online and selected an image
that was confirmed by the caregiver to be a stranger whom they
had not previously seen. The stranger images were cropped to
make the stranger and relative faces of comparable size. Fifteen
words related to grieving (such as disease, dementia, and sick)
were chosen and matched for part of speech and length to
15 emotionally neutral words (such as village, planter and curve).
Composites were pseudo-randomly generated such that every
FIGURE 1 | Picture-word composite stimulus example used for task.
Subjects were presented with images of either their relative or a stranger with
a word with grief connotation or neutral connotation overlaid in a
2 × 2 design. Written informed consent for the publication of the image was
obtained.
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word appeared once with every picture (60 total stimuli) for a
given presentation. After 10 s of fixation on a cross, picture-word
composites appeared for 5 s, randomly interleaved with 26 inter-
trial intervals during which the fixation cross appeared for 5 s
(Total task time 440 s). Caregivers were instructed to view the
composites and observe any emotional reactions theymight have.
After the scan, subjects completed a Likert scale from 1 to 5
(1 = ‘‘Not at All’’; 3 = ‘‘Moderately’’; 5 = ‘‘Very Much’’) to
assess how well the words were related to their experience of
caregiver grief.
MR Data Acquisition
Echo-planar images (EPIs) T2∗ images were acquired on a
3T Siemens Trio Tim (Erlangen, Germany) MRI system at
the UCLA Ahmanson-Lovelace Brain Mapping Center or the
UCLA Staglin IHMRO Center for Cognitive Neuroscience.
For each subject, pre and post scans were always obtained
on the same scanner. Data acquisition consisted of one
functional EPI scan: Time of Echo (TE)/Time of Relaxation
(TR) = 28 ms/2,000 ms, flip angle = 90◦, Field of View
(FOV) = 192 mm, 64× 64 matrix, 3× 3 mm in-plane resolution,
34 4 mm axial slices. A high-resolution structural T1-weighted
MPRAGE scan (TE/TR = 4.9 ms/TR = 11.6 ms, flip angle = 8◦,
FOV = 256 mm, slice thickness 1 mm, matrix 256 × 256 × 180)
was acquired to permit functional localization and normalization
to standard space.
Statistical Analysis
Questionnaires
In cases of missing responses to single items on a questionnaire
(<3% of all responses), interpolation was performed with the
average score of the rest of the items on that questionnaire.
Scales were discarded if more than two questions had not
been answered. Questionnaire data were examined for normality
by examination of Quantile-Quantile plots and using the
Shapiro-Wilk test, and both visual inspections of the plots and
negative Shapiro-Wilk test (p > 0.10 for all questionnaires)
indicated the data conformed to normality. Total scores for
each questionnaire were computed and Pearson correlations
were performed among the self-report scales as well as between
self-report scales and number of caregiving years and hours per
week. Differences in grief relevance between grief and neutral
words were assessed with unpaired Wilcoxon signed-rank
test. Linear regression was used to determine whether the
ratings of grief words predicted grief symptoms, mindfulness
and depression. Levels of symptoms in the nine subjects
with neuroimaging follow-up data were provided to illustrate
the magnitude of clinical symptom change correlating with
neuroimaging results: effect size, median change score and range
of change scores were presented. Effect size (d) was computed
as mean of the change scores divided by standard deviation
of the change scores. Behavioral data averages were presented
as mean ± standard deviation. Analyses were conducted in R
version 3.3.2 (R Core Team, 2016). Figures were created using
R, Analysis of Functional Neuroimages (AFNI; Cox, 1996) and
Adobe Illustrator (Adobe Inc, San Jose, CA, USA).
fMRI Analysis
All image analysis was conducted using AFNI. T1-weighted
images were skull-stripped and transformed toMNI152 standard
space using both affine and non-linear transforms. EPI data
were despiked, time-shifted, motion corrected and aligned to
standard space (MNI152 at 3 × 3 × 3 mm) in a single operation
to minimize added smoothing (Saad et al., 2009). Data were
subsequently blurred so that the effective smoothness was 8 mm
FWHM using 3dBlurToFWHM and then scaled to have a mean
of 100. Censoring of volumes where the Euclidean norm of the
six motion estimates was greater than 0.3 was performed. While
we adopted a rule that subjects with more than 30% of their
time-series censored would be excluded from further analysis,
no subjects crossed this threshold and therefore none were
excluded on this basis. Outlier volumes where more than 20%
of voxels were greater than the median absolute deviation of the
detrended time-series were also censored. The average number
of censored volumes was 10 ± 15 (range 0–52). Preprocessed
time-series were subjected to generalized least squares regression
that estimates the serial correlation structure of the noise
with an ARMA(1, 1) model. Four time-series of interest were
defined, one for each picture-word composite type: relative-
grief, relative-neutral, stranger-grief, and stranger-neutral. These
were convolved with a prototypical hemodynamic function prior
to regression. Two general linear tests (GLTs) were computed
within participant; relative vs. stranger, and grief vs. neutral.
All time points not accounted for by regressors constituted
the baseline. Also included in the baseline were six motion
estimates and their temporal derivatives in addition to a 3rd
order Legendre polynomial to model slow signal drift.
To relate differences in processing stimuli type to clinical
measures, voxel-wise robust linear regression (Venables and
Ripley, 2002) was performed in R. Robust regression is inherently
more conservative and resistant to the presence of outliers in
data (Huber, 1964) and as such has been recommended for use
in neuroimaging data (Wager et al., 2005). Robust regression
to predict baseline symptoms was performed by calculating the
difference in brain activation (BA) for each contrast and using
this as the independent variable, with the rating scale total score
as the dependent variable:
ScaleTotal = m (BAcontrast 2 − BAcontrast 1) + b
For the picture factor, contrast 2 was the picture of the relative
and contrast 1 was picture of the stranger; whereas for the word
factor, contrast 2 was the grief word and contrast 1 the neutral
word. To predict changes in symptoms, the formula was adopted
as follows:
(ScaleTotalPost − ScaleTotalPre) =
m[(BAcontrast 2Post] − BAcontrast 1Post) −
(BAcontrast 2Pre − BAcontrast 1Pre)] + b
Thus, if BA differentiation between contrast 2 and contrast
1 increased after the intervention, the independent term
representing neural activity change would increase (regardless of
the absolute change of BA).
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Thresholding and Correction for Multiple
Comparisons
Task-based analysis and robust regressions were each required
to pass voxel-wise two-tailed statistical thresholds (voxel-wise
p < 0.01; task analysis z = 2.58, baseline regression t(13) = 3.01,
follow-up regression t(7) = 3.50). Voxels were further required
to be part of a cluster of minimum volume, determined by a
Monte-Carlo method, to control for multiple comparisons. For
the task analysis, the smoothing was estimated separately for
each t-test by using a permutation test. In combination, these
methods have been shown to accurately control the false positive
rate (Cox et al., 2017). For the regression analyses, the smoothing
of the data was accounted for using the average of the spatial
auto-correlation function (ACF) parameters from the individual
subject’s data (Cox et al., 2017). Alpha was set at p < 0.05 and
was further Bonferroni corrected for the number of comparisons.
For the task-analysis, the minimum cluster sizes were 2,106 µL
for relative vs. stranger and 2,295 µL for grief vs. neutral at
a corrected p < 0.025 (= 0.05/2). For the regression analyses,
clusters were Bonferroni corrected for six comparisons: three
questionnaires × two factors, p < 0.0083, minimum cluster size
of 1,269 µL for baseline regression and 1,242 µL for follow-up
regression analysis.
RESULTS
Sample (Table 1)
The subjects were largely elderly, female and college educated.
Approximately 25% of participants were minority. They had on
average been performing caregiving responsibilities for 6 years
and for many, informal caregiving responsibilities approached
those of a full-time job. The overall sample and neuroimaging
subsamples were demographically comparable. For the conjoint
follow-up imaging analysis (Sample 3, Table 1), data from two
subjects were available from the relaxation group and seven from
the guided imagery group. The two subjects were 55 and 79 years
old, both female, and with baseline QIDS scores of 8 and 13; while
those in guided imagery (n = 7) ranged in age from 38 to 77
(mean age 60), were 86% female and had baseline QIDS from
10 to 31 (mean 19).
Baseline Symptom Correlations
At baseline, subjects exhibited levels of grief comparable to those
seen on average in dementia caregivers (score of 58.1 ± 11.7;
Marwit and Meuser, 2005). Eighty percentage of subjects were
diagnosed with a major depressive episode, and depression
symptoms on the QIDS were on average of moderate severity
(please refer to Sample 1 in Table 1). Grief was correlated with
depression (r = 0.50, 95% CI 0.11–0.76, p = 0.01, Figure 2A).
Mindfulness exhibited a moderate negative correlation with
depression (r = −0.52, 97% CI −0.77 to −0.14, p = 0.01,
Figure 2B), and a strong negative correlation with grief
(r = −0.70, 95% CI −0.87 to −0.41, p = 0.0002, Figure 2C).
There was no relationship between caregiving hours per week or
number of years caregiving, and grief or depression symptoms
(p> 0.4 for all comparisons).
Relevance of Grief Word Ratings
On a Likert scale, grief words (presented in picture-word
composites during the fMRI task, and rated after fMRI) were
rated as more highly relevant to the caregivers’ experience of
grief than neutral words (3.72 ± 0.35 vs. 1.54 ± 0.37, p < 10−5).
Higher Likert ratings were also associated with higher total grief
symptoms (F(1,14) = 10.4, p = 0.006) and lower mindfulness
(F(1,14) = 8.2, p = 0.01), but were not related to depression
(F(1,15) = 1.6, p = 0.2).
Symptom Changes
In the nine subjects in which neuroimaging was obtained
(Sample 3 in Table 1), grief scores were 61.7 ± 13.8 at
baseline and 55.1 ± 15.2 at follow-up (d = 0.92, median
TABLE 1 | Baseline demographic and clinical variables.
Sample 1 (N = 23) Sample 2 (N = 17) Sample 3 (N = 9)
Age 60 ± 11 60 ± 11 60 ± 13
% Female 91 88 82
Ethnicity
% White 74 65 56
% Hispanic 13 18 22
% African American 13 18 22
Education (years) 16 ± 2 16 ± 2 15 ± 2
Years Caregiving 6 ± 4 6 ± 4 7 ± 4
Caregiving Hours Per Week 28 ± 21 25 ± 24 29 ± 28
Live with Recipient (%) 65 53 55
Dementia Relative
Spouse (%) 30 35 27
Parent (%) 70 65 73
Major Depression (%) 83 83 82
Generalized Anxiety Disorder (%) 35 47 55
Grief 58.1 ± 11.7 59.0 ± 12.9 61.7 ± 13.8
QIDS—Depression 14.2 ± 7.1 14.0 ± 8.3 17.2 ± 8.1
Mindfulness 128.3 ± 24.3 124.7 ± 20.8 122.3 ± 19.9
Sample 1 consisted of participants with symptom questionnaires at baseline. Sample 2 was a subset of Sample 1 with baseline task grief neuroimaging. Sample 3 was a subset of
Sample 2 that received neuroimaging at baseline and 4 weeks follow-up.
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FIGURE 2 | Associations of baseline psychological variables. (A) Depression and grief. (B) Mindfulness and depression. (C) Mindfulness and grief.
change = −4.5 points, range = 2 to −19 points). Depression
scores were 17.2 ± 8.1 at baseline and 8.5 ± 5.0 at
follow-up (d = 1.08, median change = −7 points, range 0 to
−28 points). Mindfulness scores were 122.3 ± 19.9 at baseline
and 129.0± 23.6 at follow-up (d = 0.51, range−12 to +27 points).
Brain Response to Stimuli at Baseline
(Table 2)
In caregivers undergoing MRI at baseline, the picture factor
evoked two clusters of activation that survived multiple
comparisons, the first in the left posterior cingulate and
precuneus regions, and the second in bilateral anterior cingulate
gyri (Figure 3A). The word factor evoked a cluster of activity in
bilateral dorsal anterior cingulate cortex and posterior cingulate
(Figure 3B) as well as a region of the supramarginal gyrus
stretching into the inferior parietal lobe.
Neural Predictors of Symptoms at Baseline
(Table 3)
A reduction in activation of the right cerebellar declive to grief
words vs. neutral words predicted grief at baseline (Figure 4A).
Multiple regions responding with greater activity to the picture
factor predicted higher mindfulness: a region of the right
anterolateral prefrontal cortex, middle temporal gyrus extending
into the angular gyrus, right precuneus and left cerebellar
culmen (Figure 4B). Regarding depression, no clusters survived
Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons.
Changes in Neural Activity Predicting
Change in Symptoms (Table 4)
In response to the picture factor, relatively increased activity
at follow up in the precuneus and anterior cingulate gyrus
predicted improvement in grief (Figure 5). For mindfulness and
depression, no clusters reached reporting criteria.
DISCUSSION
These findings contribute to the literature on the relationship
between mindfulness and grief, and extend previous findings
on the neural underpinnings of grief as experienced in the
setting of bereavement to caregivers experiencing grief before
the actual death of their loved one. At least since Bowlby (1973),
grief has been recognized evolutionarily as an unresolved
attachment, that is, the important object is in some way gone
or lost, but the need for that attachment remains within the
brain. Within Buddhism, mindfulness represents the ability
to calmly observe all experience as fundamentally transitory,
and thus to remain unattached and centered in the face of
changing mental events (Ana¯layo, 2003). Conceptualizations
of mindfulness within clinical psychology emphasize primacy
of capacities to observe non-judgmentally without reactivity
in the face of internal mental events (such as feelings and
perceptions of loss; Kabat-Zinn, 1994; Baer et al., 2008). The
psychological conceptualizations of grief and mindfulness thus
have opposing features, and this inverse relationship was also
demonstrated by our self-report findings that mindfulness and
grief were strongly negatively correlated (r = −0.70). We are
aware of one other report that quantitatively compared grief and
mindfulness, but in a bereaved sample (Huang et al., 2019). This
study also found a negative correlation but of lower magnitude
(r = −0.52) than that observed in this study. We speculate
that predeath grief could be more highly related to mindfulness
than bereavement-related grief because predeath grief involves
a set of continuous stressors that require daily mindfulness to
combat, whereas bereavement-related grief is related to a past
loss. Post-bereavement, supportive family and societal mourning
processes might bolster the mood of grieving individuals (Walsh
and McGoldrick, 1998; Neimeyer et al., 2014) and thus diminish
the association of mindfulness with grief.
In this study, picture and word stimuli resulting in midline
BA that predicted grief symptoms or their improvement did
not similarly result in BA that predicted depression or its
improvement, suggesting a closer coupling of images of the
CR and words related to the dementia caregiving experience
with grief than depression. This may be due to depression
symptoms resulting from a multifactorial origin (Blazer, 2003),
vs. the more specific nature of the grief experience as tied to
the relationship with the loved one and losses entailed by it.
Our task-based findings of BA to grief stimuli in dorsal anterior
cingulate cortex, ventromedial prefrontal cortex, and precuneus
are strikingly similar to those previously reported using a similar
experimental paradigm that elicited a transient experience of
grief in recently bereaved individuals (Gündel et al., 2003;
O’Connor et al., 2008).
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TABLE 2 | Task-related neuroimaging findings.
Center of Mass
Structure BA Hemisphere Volume (mm3) x y z Z score
A. Picture Factor
Posterior Cingulate/Precuneus 7, 31 L 2,889 −7 −58 20 3
Anterior Cingulate 31, 32, 24 Bilateral 2,457 −1 29 22 3
B. Word Factor
Precuneus 7 Bilateral 6,021 −1 −58 34 3.1
Medial Frontal Gyrus 10 R 2,538 4 58 11 3.1
Supramarginal Gyrus/Inferior Parietal 40 L 2,079 −52 −50 36 3
Activation for picture factor (Relative—Stranger contrast) and word factor (Grief words—Neutral Words). BA, Brodmann Area; L, left; mm, millimeter; R, right.
FIGURE 3 | Task-related brain activation (BA). Red dot indicates the mean; error bars are standard error of the mean. ß, Average beta value for each subject across
every stimulus presentation of that type; L, left; R, right. (A) Picture factor (relative vs. stranger). (B) Word factor (grief vs. neutral).
Activation of the dorsal anterior cingulate cortex in the
picture factor comparison might have been due to triggering
of a social pain reaction that has been strongly associated with
dorsal anterior cingulate function (Eisenberger et al., 2003;
Lieberman and Eisenberger, 2015) and which was previously
demonstrated to occur with presentation of similar stimuli to
bereaved patients (Gündel et al., 2003). Precuneus activation in
this picture contrast is likely related to familiarity of the relative
vs. stranger image (Gobbini et al., 2004; Ramon and Gobbini,
2018). In the word factor comparison, activation of major nodes
of the default mode network, the precuneus and ventromedial
prefrontal cortex (Kim, 2012), might be related to evocation of
losses related to the loved one’s illness. These word factor regions
do not overlap with the neural response to words related to illness
or body symptoms in healthy subjects (Mier et al., 2017) or those
with health anxiety symptoms (Witthöft et al., 2013), suggesting
that the cortical midline activation we observed in caregivers is
not related to their own anxiety about dementia.
Despite the strong negative correlation between mindfulness
and grief, the neural activations associated with them differed.
When viewing grief vs. neutral words, lower grief symptoms
were predicted by higher activation of the right declive,
close to a region of the right posterior cerebellum identified
as involved with grief previously (Gündel et al., 2003).
Although the reason for this cerebellar activation is unclear,
clinical, lesion and neuroimaging studies have converged
on a role for the cerebellum in cognitive and affective
control (Sokolov et al., 2017; Hoche et al., 2018). The
region predicting grief in our study overlaps with center of
mass coordinates previously associated with social but not
self-referential processing (Schilbach et al., 2006), compassion
(maintaining a positive and benevolent concern for others when
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TABLE 3 | Neural predictors of baseline symptoms.
Center of Mass
Factor Structure BA Hemisphere Volume (mm3) x y z Average t Cohen’s d
A. Grief
Word Right Declive R 1,296 43 −69 −29 −3.91 −2.2
B. Mindfulness
Picture Precuneus/Inferior Parietal Lobule 31 R 2,835 27 −46 30 3.86 2.1
Picture Superior Frontal Gyrus 9 R 1,647 24 42 33 4.13 2.3
Picture Middle Temporal Gyrus/Angular Gyrus 19, 39 L 1,431 −32 −55 22 3.79 2.1
Picture Culmen L 1,377 −28 −55 −23 3.84 2.1
Brain activation predicting baseline grief and mindfulness to picture factor (Relative—Stranger contrast) and word factor (Grief words—Neutral Words). BA, Brodmann Area; L; left;
mm, millimeter; R, right.
FIGURE 4 | Prediction of grief and mindfulness scores based on word factor (grief word—neutral word) or picture factor (relative—stranger) brain activity responses.
GLT, general linear test; L, left; R, right. (A) Grief (word factor). (B) Mindfulness (picture factor).
viewing suffering; Engen and Singer, 2015), theory of mind and
empathy (Völlm et al., 2006). This might indicate that those
subjects in which grief words triggered an allocentric neural
response were experiencing less grief.
Mindfulness was not predicted by response to grief vs. neutral
words in the abstract, but with BA while viewing the relative
vs. the stranger images, thus directly relating to the degree of
interpersonal familiarity and possibly social attachment. While
our clinical data do not allow for concluding a direction of effect,
i.e., whether higher levels of mindfulness reduce grief or lower
levels of grief allow for a greater mindful experience, or even
for firmly concluding that a mechanistic relationship exists, we
suggest that the frontal, parietal and cerebellar neural activation
patterns are most consistent with a role for mindfulness in
regulating the experience of grief. Regions associated with
mindfulness included a part of the lateral prefrontal cortex
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TABLE 4 | Neural predictors (picture factor) of change in grief symptoms.
Center of Mass
Structure BA Hemisphere Volume (mm3) x y z Average t Cohen’s d
Precuneus 7 L 2,268 −6 −61 37 −4.78 −3.6
Anterior Cingulate 32 Bilateral 2,241 −2 44 13 −5.65 −4.3
Brain activation change in response to picture factor (Relative—Stranger contrast) predicting change in grief symptoms. BA, Brodmann Area; L, left; mm, millimeter; R, right.
FIGURE 5 | Changes in brain activity evoked by the picture factor (Relative—Stranger contrast) predicting change in grief symptoms. GLT, general linear test; L, left;
R, right.
previously associated with mindfulness of breathing (Dickenson
et al., 2013), and attention (Corbetta et al., 1998). Both this
and the inferior parietal lobule/precuneus region have been
associated with working memory (Postle et al., 2004; Brehmer
et al., 2011), which may be important for following the task
directions to pay attention to the stimuli and emotions that
might arise, in the face of strong emotions being triggered. This
hypothesis should be confirmed with future experiments that
dissect caregivers’ experiential responses to the picture word-
composites. Finally, activation of the culmen has previously been
associated with the regulation of negative emotions (Belden et al.,
2014; Greening et al., 2014).
Somewhat counterintuitively, longitudinal increases in BA
to the relative’s image vs. that of the stranger within the
precuneus and anterior cingulate predicted improvements in
grief. This suggests that the process of recovery from a
multifaceted symptom such as grief is not merely due to
inactivation of cortical midline structures or a simple ‘‘on/off’’
mechanism but a more dynamic change in the processing of
the stimuli that might reflect a remapping of self-referential
associations. Indeed, the particular subregion of the precuneus
identified here only partially overlapped with that activated
by the task at baseline and its center of mass was more
superior. In contrast, a longitudinal study in participants
receiving Mindfulness Based Cognitive Therapy combined with
grief psychoeducation for bereavement associated grief found
that greater deactivation of the precuneus during a numeric
Stroop task was associated with improvement (Huang et al.,
2019). Differences in the direction of precuneus involvement
could be due to the effects of treatment, participants, or task
conditions. Related to task conditions, the numeric Stroop
task taxes executive function, whereas the grief stimuli in
the present work would be thought to activate emotional
representations and thus differentially modulate the precuneus.
Taken together, the findings reinforce the importance of cortical
midline structures in grief processing and suggest possible targets
for future research.
Strengths of this report inform its limitations. The sample
is unique in the literature; to our knowledge, there have not
previously been functional imaging studies of caregivers and
this population is difficult to study due to time constraints
and contraindications to fMRI scanning (such as implants) that
are more common in a largely older adult population. To our
knowledge, there have also not been longitudinal neuroimaging
studies of predeath grief. Another strength was a large range of
behavioral scores at baseline and follow up for correlation with
neuroimaging data. Limitations of our work include the small
sample size at baseline (17 subjects) and follow up (nine subjects),
which resulted in low power and precluded inclusion of
covariates such as age. Particularly because of the limitations of
our pilot funding, we were unable to independently study the
mechanism of grief reduction in the two different groups, but
rather aggregated the data to determine common brain changes
that are associated with improvement. Although this decreases
specificity for understanding the particular therapies, it also
may increase the generalizability of our findings. Our paradigm
did not elicit specific activation related to depression or its
improvement, whichmight be due to less relevance of our stimuli
for depression in combination with low statistical power. Because
we did not have a control group of non-caregivers experiencing
grief, it is unclear whether the task results pertain specifically to
caregivers or might also be similar in non-caregivers confronted
with stimuli related to a loved one’s illness. Future studies using
images of healthy individuals known to the loved ones might also
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help to disentangle whether precuneus activation in the picture
factor is due to grief, familiarity or their combination.
Our confidence in the findings is bolstered by the use of a
conservative statistical approach and the commonality of these
results with prior neuroimaging studies. Our study confirms that
there is a strong inverse relationship between caregiver grief
and mindfulness, and this suggests that therapies that increase
mindfulness might be specifically efficacious for helping family
caregivers process the serial and compound losses that result
in predeath grief reactions. Our neuroimaging findings indicate
that the experience of caregiver grief has demonstrable neural
substrates similar to those of bereavement with predominant
involvement of midline cortical structures, and also identifies
unique longitudinal brain changes associated with resolution
of grief that may be studied for utility as treatment targets.
Further investigation with larger samples may be useful to
confirm changes in activation of these regions as biomarkers
for improvement and identify whether they are specific to
psychological treatment. In conclusion, mindfulness and grief,
at opposing poles of the experience of clinging to transitory
objects and feelings, warrant further serious study of their
interrelatedness and neural mechanisms.
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